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Through a Rearview Mirror 
From an investment perspective, 2022 was just plain ugly. The S&P posted its biggest decline since 
2008.  It was one of the top five worst annual performances for a 60/40 portfolio since 1926, and for the 
first time ever on record both stocks and bonds fell by more than 10%.  We saw the highest inflation and 
most aggressive tightening cycle in 40 years, while simultaneously long-term Treasurys declined 
29.3%. Unlike horrible years prior (1929, 1987, 2000, and 2008 for instance), there was no one defining 
moment which caused an immediate stock market crash in 2022.[1] Instead what we experienced was a 
disheartening series of selloffs followed by failed rallies. Lovely.   
 
Now…Lets Please Move On 
2023 could very well present one of the best buying opportunities we have seen in a decade. The 
economic, earnings, and Fed cycle we lived through last year are now further along in their 
descent. Several cycles including the stock market are in the later innings and should transition to being 
much friendlier in 2023.     
 
At some point in 2023 as the economic data is nearing its worst, the stock market is likely to rebound, 
and likely to rebound sharply. When the economic data is at its worst, the stock market will be 
anticipating the economic recovery. The market tends to lead the economy out of a recession. Markets 
like 2022 and 2023 require great patience and discipline. It’s an emotional roller coaster and bear 
market rallies can be very enticing. That is why it is crucial to remain objective. 
 
The Objective Indicators 
While gut feelings and emotions are valuable tools in much of life, they are not when it comes to 
investing. When it comes to investing it pays to rely on objective market and economic indicators. Here 
is what the indicators are currently telling us: 

 The Leading Economic Index (LEI) – fell again in November, twice the decline expected by 
economists. Monthly declines of this magnitude last occurred during the panic of Covid in 2020 
and during the 2008 Financial crisis. The LEI has now fallen for nine consecutive months.[2] This 
leads us to believe that a recession is to be expected in the first half of 2023 (if we are not 
already in one.)   

 The Yield Curve – like the troubled LEI, we have been talking about yield curve inversion for 
sometime now. The spread between the 10-year and 2-year Treasury have become the most 
inverted since the early 1980s.[3] While lead times very, inverted yield curves have reliably 
preceded economic recessions. 

 Coppock Guide – (stay with me here) is a long term stock market momentum gauge developed 
in the 1960s. This technical indicator is calculated by adding the market’s 14-month rate of 
change to its 11-month change and then determining the sum’s 10-month weighted moving 
average. The indicator’s current message says that long term momentum has not been this bad 
since 2009. The Coppock, along with the fact that S&P 500’s 50-day moving average is below its 
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200-day smoothing (often called a “death cross”) points to continued risk in the market.[4] 
Caution should be warranted until these indicators turn. 

 
Sector Leadership 
Sector leadership is another notable fly in the ointment. The fourth quarter of 2022 brought us a several 
weeklong stock market rally.  While this is good on the surface, it is troubling what sectors led the 
charge. During the rally the SHUT index (staples, health care, utilities, and telecom) outperformed the 
broader markets.[5] If we were soon moving into a new bull market the SHUT would historically 
underperform, whereas higher beta growth companies in the technology and consumer discretionary 
sectors would outperform.   
 
Depressed Yet?  
Well, all in all that is not a bad thing when it comes to the market. Market consensus is currently pretty 
pessimistic as well.  Though we have not had the opportunity to use the phrase in years, “bull markets 
climb a wall of worry.”  The more pessimistic investors get, the closer and closer we are likely getting to 
a rally.   
 
Bottom Line  
In the absence of confirmation from economic and market based indicators we are cautious. Several 
indicators are sending a strong warning of a recession. A recession would likely mean a break of the lows 
in the first half of 2023 followed by a sharp rebound. If we avoid a recession the first half of 2023 could 
be strong with less volatility. Unfortunately our indictors are pointing towards the first scenario at this 
time. All said, while not over, we are in the later innings of this frustrating market and need to remain 
nimble and ready to act/buy when the time comes. We are getting closer.  
 
Happy New Year everyone.  We will continue to keep you updated.  Please call or let us know if you 
need anything or would like to discuss further.   
 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
Brian Pollak, CRPC                                                           Loran Ansberry  
Private Wealth Advisor                                                  Private Wealth Advisor 
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Disclosures:  

About the PMP Program: PMP is a wrap fee advisory program in which our Financial Advisors manage client accounts on a discretionary basis. 
PMP is designed for clients who (i) want to delegate portfolio management discretion to their Financial Advisor; (ii) are looking to implement a 
medium to long-term investment plan; and (iii) prefer the consistency of fee-based pricing.  
PMP is not appropriate for clients who: (i) want to maintain trading control over their account; (ii) seek a short-term investment; (iii) want to 
maintain consistently high levels of cash, money market funds, or invest primarily in no-load mutual funds; (iv) want to maintain highly 
concentrated positions that will not be sold regardless of market conditions; or (v) who anticipate significant withdrawals from the account.  
Trade Allocation Practices and Conflicts of Interest: Financial Advisors who participate in the PMP Program may also provide services to you 
and to other clients outside of the Program in their capacity as broker-dealer representatives and as such, may dedicate time to activities other 
than discretionary portfolio management. Financial Advisors who participate in the PMP Program have an incentive to recommend their 
services in PMP over those of third party SMA Managers in other Advisory Programs or over traditional commission based brokerage services.  
Financial Advisors do not aggregate orders across the different strategies they manage. In an effort to reduce market impact and to obtain best 
execution, your Financial Advisor may purchase or sell securities in bulk (or orders may be "batched") on the same day for some or all PMP 
accounts in the same strategy managed by the same Financial Advisor. In such cases, all orders in a batch will receive "average pricing" and the 
price of securities shown on client confirmations will be the average execution price on either all of the purchases or all of the sales (as 
applicable) aggregated for this purpose. In addition, when executing orders, we may batch orders for your Account with orders entered for 
other PMP accounts in the same strategy, including those of the Financial Advisor assigned to your Account and related PMP accounts under 
your Financial Advisor's control. Financial Advisors are permitted to trade in the same securities they purchase for client accounts as long as 
they trade their personal and related accounts in the same batch as client accounts.  
Financial Advisors have broad discretion to trade their PMP Advisory Accounts and there can be no assurance that a Financial Advisor can 
purchase or sell the same securities for all such Accounts at the same time, or that the Financial Advisor will aggregate your orders with those 
of other clients and charge an average price per share or unit and, when applicable, a pro-rata share of any fees. As a result, you may receive 
different prices and executions for the same securities as compared to other clients investing in the same PMP strategy. In addition, although 
we monitor performance dispersion and other characteristics of Accounts participating in PMP, investment opportunities will not necessarily be 
allocated among participating Accounts proportional to their overall amount invested.  
Below are some of the general risk considerations associated with the investments included in the PMP investment strategies described in this 
Brochure. The descriptions are not meant to be a complete list of all investment risks. For more complete information regarding fees, expenses, 
risks and restrictions associated with these investments please review the offering documents and marketing materials. Investors should 
consult their tax advisor about their specific tax situation before investing in any securities. In addition, clients should familiarize themselves 
with the particular market risks and the other risks associated with the specific investment.  
Two sources of research are available to UBS Financial Services Inc. clients. One source is written by UBS CIO Americas, Wealth Management. 
UBS CIO Americas, Wealth Management is part of UBS Global Wealth Management & Business Banking (the UBS business group that includes, 
among others, UBS Financial Services Inc. and UBS International Inc.), whose primary business focus is individual investors (“Private Clients”). 
The other source is written by UBS Investment Research. UBS Investment Research is part of UBS Investment Bank, whose primary business 
focus is institutional investors. The Private Client report style, length and content is designed to be more easily used by Private Clients. Because 
both sources of information are independent of one another and reflect the different assumptions, views and analytical methods of the 
analysts who prepared them, there may exist a difference of opinions between the two sources. Neither the Institutional report nor the Private 
Client report is necessarily more reliable than the other. The various research content provided does not take into account the unique 
investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific individual investor. If you have any questions please consult your 
Financial Advisor. UBS CIO Americas, Wealth Management is provided by UBS Financial Services Inc and UBS AG. UBS Financial Services Inc. is a 
subsidiary of UBS AG.  
If you would like more details about any of the information provided, or you would like personalized recommendations or advice, please 
contact your Financial Advisor. We are here to help.  
Neither UBS Financial Services Inc. nor any of its employees provide legal or tax advice. You should consult with your personal legal or tax 
advisor regarding your personal circumstances.  
All of the recommendations made/positions held within the proceeding 12-month period are available upon request. Not all 
recommendations/holdings should be assumed to be profitable and future recommendations/holdings may not be profitable. Past 
performance is no guarantee of future results. Above is an overview of select portfolio holdings in the above-stated strategy of the PMP 
Portfolio Manager as of the date of this report. The portfolio is actively managed and holdings may be replaced at any point in time. The actual 
allocation within the individual portfolios may be different due to portfolio changes, market conditions or the imposition of investment 
restrictions.  
The past performance of an index is not a guarantee of future results. Each index reflects an unmanaged universe of securities without any 
deduction for advisory fees or other expenses that would reduce actual returns, as well as the reinvestment of all income and dividends. An 
actual investment in the securities included in the index would require an investor to incur transaction costs, which would lower the 
performance results. Indices are not actively managed and investors cannot invest directly in the indices. Diversification does not guarantee a 
profit or protect against a loss in a declining financial market.  
Except as specifically noted, the views expressed herein are those of the author and may not necessarily reflect the views of UBS Financial 
Services Inc. or its affiliates.  
The information and data presented is believed to be reliable; however, their accuracy and completeness is not guaranteed by UBS Financial 
Services Inc. UBS does not assume any duty to update this information going forward.  
Equities represent ownership interest in a corporation. Historically, equities are more risky than fixed income or cash investments as they 
experience greater volatility risk, which is the risk that the value of your investment may fluctuate over time. The value of investments in equity 
securities will fluctuate in response to general economic conditions and to changes in the prospects of particular companies and/or sectors in 



the economy. These general risk considerations associated with equity investments are not meant to be a complete list of all investment risks. 

It is important that you discuss your specific investment situation with your Financial Advisor before making any investment decision.  
  
 
 


